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ideals of order and peace. The decline of the communities must not be exag-
gerated: There not only were no dramatic shifts in their relationship to the
state; in some respects they even seem to have become more active and more
influential by means of cooperation with the territorial administration. In
New England and also in Germany state government was not a bureaucratic
institution but rather a process based on a pluralism of powers that was or-
ganized in terms of cooperation and communication. A real change was
brought about by the revolutions that strengthened the state administra-
tions in both America and Germany. In colonial American as well as in
German communities social relationships were unstable. Factionalism and
individualism always existed. However, villages in both countries exerted
considerable pressure to conform. This pressure forced the communities to
create a semblance of unity and equality. Further avenues of research were
then outlined. The participation of rural towns in large-scale communica-
tive and learning processes, such as the emergence of the modern media,
will throw additional light on the cultural significance of communities. The
role that denominational churches and popular confessionalization played
in community building and communal politics must be investigated. The
concept of community and communalism itself has to be put into historical
context. Different ideas of community have to be distinguished from one
another: The community as regarded from within; the community as con-
ceived of from without by contemporary government organizations think-
ing in terms of commonwealth, patria, nation, or republic; and finally com-
munalism and the community as interpretative models of historiography.

Johannes Dillinger

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PRESENT: PHOTOGRAPHS BY

GERHARD FALLER-WALZER

Workshop at the GHI, March 14, 2001. Conveners: Cordula Grewe (GHI),
Christine von Oertzen (Technical University of Berlin), Werner Ott (Goethe
Institute/Inter Nationes, Washington, D.C.). Participants: Marion Deshmukh
(George Mason University), Wendy Grossman (University of Maryland at
College Park).

For the last several years the Goethe Institute/Inter Nationes in Washington,
D.C., has fostered the growing cultural dialog between Washington and Berlin
through a series of artist and scholar exchanges, exhibitions, and film series. This
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year a joint effort with the U.S. Embassy in Berlin, the Berlin Senate, the D.C.
Commission on the Arts and Humanities, and the GHI resulted in an exchange
of photographers whose work portrays the ongoing transformation of the two
cities. The first exhibition of this project, mounted at the Goethe Institute and the
GHI, presented a series of Berlin cityscapes and still lifes by Gerhard Faller-Walzer.

Twelve years after the fateful evening of November 9, 1989, when East
Berliners breached the infamous Berlin Wall to flow into West Berlin, Faller-
Walzer’s somber photographs present a critical inventory of the rapid changes
that his city, once again the capital of a united Germany, has undergone since
the country’s unification in 1990. The tone of these enigmatic images is sub-
dued, a distanced and yet passionate recording of the remains of historical
events. Like an archaeologist, Faller-Walzer turns toward the unspectacular as
his main focus—old tires and the bodies of dead mice, scrap metal and new
billboards, a concrete base for a street light long vanished, or a sign directing
the pedestrian toward the Reichstag restaurant that no longer exists.

The photographs pursue their Erinnerungsarbeit (memory work) not only
through their choice of subject matter or their iconography. Their power also

Gerhard Faller-Walzer, Atelier A. Sachs.
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resides in their formal qualities, which visualize the immediate presence of
objects that have now lost their context or function as enigmatic ciphers of an
already bygone age. Their sepia-tone surfaces, varnished and partially bleached,
and their range of gray, yellow, and brown colors evoke nineteenth-century
photographs, fusing the expressiveness of an artist’s highly personal vision
with a historical-historicist gesture. In this sense Faller-Walzer not only com-
ments on the relation between memory and history, and the inevitable interde-
pendence between documentation and interpretation, but also summons up
an artistic heritage. The representation of memory thus converges with a self-
conscious reflection on the history of photography as a medium that has car-
ried much of the weight of this memory work in the twentieth century. This
dual reflection on the transitory quality of history and on the medium itself
has accompanied photography from its very beginnings, as Wendy Grossman
stressed in her engaging talk on the history of photography.

Faller-Walzer also directs his archaeological and historicist gaze toward
Germany’s national monuments, such as the Reichstag building, and to-
ward those corporate powers that he identifies as the motor of Berlin’s ar-
chitectural transformation. His photographs provide a fresh, sometimes
shocking, and always subversive view of these well-known monuments
by using tilted angles or steep focal points, or, in the series Spiegelbilder, by
photographing reflections in the convex mirrors that stand at blind street
corners. The metaphor is a rich one, for the mirror is looking both back-
ward and forward, and in both cases the view is distorted.

Whereas the wrapping of the Reichstag by Christo and Jeanne-Claude
became a symbol of the hope for healing and a desire for a democratic fu-
ture no longer overshadowed by the burden of the past, Faller-Walzer’s
work reflects the other, more contemplative side of the Janus-headed real-
ity of a recently unified Germany. Attempting to understand the archaeo-
logical layers of history and memory, his work echoes the sensibility of
Günter Kunert’s poem “Postwar Berlin”:

In backyards iron wheels
Revolved floor
By floor
Until they all burnt out
In the fire standstill and stillness caved in
Together with the empty shells
Dead proletarians whirled up
With the unfettered wind
And drifted down once more
As a gray layer
Over the city remains.
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Gerhard Faller-Walzer, Straßenspiegel Pirna.

Gerhard Faller-Walzer, untitled.
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PRUSSIA—YESTERDAY AND TOMORROW

Symposium at the GHI, March 27, 2001. Conveners: Dieter Dettke (Friedrich
Ebert Foundation), Christof Mauch (GHI). Speakers: Manfred Stolpe
(minister president of Brandenburg), David E. Barclay (Kalamazoo College).
Moderator: Robert Gerald Livingston (GHI).

The year 2001 marks the three-hundredth anniversary of the Kingdom of
Prussia. When, on January 17, 1701, Frederick William III, elector of Branden-
burg, had himself crowned king in Königsberg, the state was insignificant.
Over the next 170 years Prussia struggled under talented monarchs like
Frederick the Great (1712–86) to establish its supremacy in Germany, an
effort brought to a successful conclusion when the Prussian King Wilhelm I
was proclaimed German emperor on the same day in 1871. The “Prussian
Year” has been only modestly commemorated in Germany, even in Prussia’s
core territory, the states of Brandenburg and Berlin, as Manfred Stolpe ob-
served. In the United States, David E. Barclay added, the once negative
image of Prussia among Americans has now given way, but to—nothing.
Even among historians in this country the prevailing reaction to this long-
extinguished state, once so splendid, is indifference. The GHI’s symposium
may not have revived general interest in the splendor of Prussia but it did
engender a lively discussion, initiated by the two speakers, on Prussia’s record
and in particular on Prussia’s famous virtues, primary and secondary.

Reviewing the history of Germany since the fall of the Wall, Marion
Deshmukh pointed out that Faller-Walzer’s introspective examination of
Berlin’s past and present recalls the “juxtaposition of hope and despair” that
gripped many German artists in 1945. At that time an art critic asked: “Is there
any decomposition more surrealistic than the pictures of the devastated cit-
ies?” And Winston Churchill once remarked that “First we shape buildings,
then they shape us.” Beyond this observation, the further question that Berlin’s
history of construction, destruction, and reconstruction poses is how long we
continue to be shaped by that which has vanished or been absorbed by subse-
quent structures. Artists such as Faller-Walzer are chronicling the disappear-
ance of a world quickly overtaken by the new cultural politics of urban recon-
struction, even as they contribute to the persistent power of the invisible.

The exhibition of Faller-Walzer’s photographs at the GHI will run for the
next two years. Contact the Institute for information on the artist and his works.

Cordula Grewe




